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“Yavneh College is a school which aspires to have the community
at its heart, and to be at the heart of the community.”
(Spencer Lewis, Executive Headteacher)

The school is proud to outline its current activities in
the community, which demonstrate its commitment to
British Values and SMSC
It is wonderful to see, once again, just how much British Values and the community has been at the centre of
school life.
The highlight of this was the recent visit of His Royal Highness, The Prince of Wales to Yavneh College which
was of course, a really memorable occasion. Although, a long time in the planning and a lot of hard work it
was a most rewarding day with pupils, staff, governors and trustees beaming with pride as Prince Charles
addressed the school. I will never forget the smile on the faces both of His Royal Highness and of our Chief
Rabbi as they listened to our Sixth Form students talk about their school. I will never forget how the Prince
helped some of our Year 8 pupils make toys and packages for sick children as part of the Yoni Jesner Award
Scheme or indeed how impressed he was with all that Yavneh pupils do for the
community while finding time to achieve so much in their studies.
I know that this visit will live long in the memory not only of those who were present but of
all the extended Yavneh family. It was an opportunity not only to show the very best of
our school but of all that the Jewish community contributes to British life in the 21 st century.
In this edition of Yavneh in the Community I am proud to read just how impactful our
pupils found the royal visit as well as the other communal events and activities in which
Yavneh College staff and pupils have been involved.
Mr Lewis
Executive Headteacher, Yavneh Schools

Yavneh College welcomed HRH The Prince
of Wales
On the morning of February 1 2017, Yavneh College welcomed His Royal
Highness, The Prince of Wales to showcase the outstanding level of education
and communal involvement of our school.
Accompanied by the Chief Rabbi and other important dignitaries, His Royal Highness was shown around
Yavneh and informed of the work that takes place inside and outside of the community. After
personally meeting with The Prince of Wales around a table with other students, His Royal Highness
wanted to learn about the holistic education and other activities on offer that Yavneh College. A
discussion took place where His Royal Highness learnt about equivalent A-Level pathways, enrichment
programmes as well as charity & volunteering projects.
It was clear to see that The Prince of Wales was impressed with the actions of
Yavneh College and the support that inspires pupils to reach their full potential
at school and outside in the community. His Royal Highness also heavily
participated in the discussion where he asked his own questions and expressed
his own opinions. This is a day that I will never forget.
By Oli Segall

HRH the Prince of Wales’ visit to
the Food Tech Department
The day the Prince of Wales visited Yavneh College was
a day that I will always remember. The day started with
the feeling of excitement from both teachers and pupils.
I was lucky to be chosen to help in the Food Technology
Department, where I helped prepare shortbread biscuits
for the arrival of The Prince of Wales. There were many
pupils cooking and creating dishes such as, challah,
cupcakes, apple tea and cookies. When The Prince of
Wales entered the room there was a sense of
anticipation and excitement. He came over to each
table and asked a variety of questions. For example ‘Do
you enjoy your lessons?’ and ‘How often do you cook at
home?’ When he left our table everyone was smiling
and felt proud that we have experienced a visit to our
school from the future king.
By Lucy Grant

Macmillan Coffee
Morning
We were delighted to participate in
the World’s Biggest Coffee Morning
on Thursday 3 November 2016.
Staff were invited to bake and bring
in their signature cakes/biscuits for
the rest of us to sample to our hearts
content, having made a donation
to this very worthwhile cause.
£171.71 was raised

Mitzvah Week
Mitzvah Day this year was on Sunday 27th
November. This special day aims to fight
poverty, help the environment and bring a
little joy where it is needed through social
action projects rather than fundraising.
At school in the lead up to Mitzvah Day we
had Mitzvah Week, so that all pupils were
able to participate in this nationwide
project.
During this week we supported our 3 school
charities; Camp Simcha, Noah’s Ark Play
Scheme & Crossroads. Our aim was that
each Year group made different things for
each of our school charities, For Crossroads
Years 7&8 spent Form
Period designing
bunting to decorate the Crossroads Centre
in Jerusalem. Years 9,10&11 made cards for
Camp Simcha and Noah’s Ark. As well as
pupils enjoying all the activities, each of the
charities were extremely grateful for all our
contributions.
Mrs Harrod

HRH The Prince of Wales’ visit
to Yavneh - The Duke of
Edinburgh Programme
The visit from The Prince of Wales was a momentous
occasion for the whole school. Our role was to talk to
him about the Gold Award. We were very nervous to
meet him and even practised our curtsies beforehand,
however he simply greeted us with a firm handshake
and a nod of the head. He was very interested in our
participation in the award and asked us many
questions about it.

Firstly, he was eager to discover where we were
volunteering for the voluntary section of our award. We
discussed how we are helping out in lessons with the
younger year groups and he seemed suitably
impressed. The Prince was curious about where our
expedition was taking place and seemed concerned
about the fact that we would be cold as we were due
to be hiking in February, insisting that we bring lots of
layers! Overall, it was an amazing experience that we
shall never forget and we feel very honoured that we
have been able to have this opportunity.
Nina Freedman and Faye Huberman

Board of Deputies & Yavneh College Education Day with
Farnborough Hill High School—8 June 2017 at Elstree and
Borehamwood Synagogue
As part of an initiative by the Board of Deputies, a selection of Yavneh College Year 10 pupils will be
taking part in an education day for non-Jewish students from Farnborough Hill High School.
The format for the afternoon will include small group sessions when pairs of Yavneh pupils will explain
Jewish topics to successive groups of pupils from Farnborough Hill High School.
Mrs H Simon

Performing Arts
JLGB in music lessons

In January 2017 the JLGB band came into
Year 7 and 8 lessons to teach the pupils how
to play woodwind, brass and drums. The
JLGB lessons linked closely with the schemes
of work on Instruments of the Orchestra and
gave Yavneh pupils the opportunity to play a
wide variety of instruments that they may not
have encountered before. Following these
sessions, a number of Yavneh pupils played
with the JLGB band for HRH The Prince of
Wales when he visited the school.
Miss I Thomson

Year 9 Aim High Primary
School Project
A group of high achieving Year 9 pupils have
been working hard this term on their
leadership and creative thinking skills in
conjunction with Yavneh Primary School. The
Year 9 pupils have planned a series of lessons
for the Reception children in different areas
of the
curriculum including; music, art,
drama and PE using the Early Years
Foundation Stage Framework to ensure that
the lessons they run have tangible and
achievable objectives benefitting the
younger year group. The sessions have been
a resounding success impressing staff from
both Yavneh schools.
Ms Saunders

Student Voice
On Tuesday 14 March the student voice
representative from Year 7 visited the
Hertsmere council buildings to look at the
workings of Hertsmere Borough Council and
democracy on a local and national scale.
The premise of the idea was that pupils from
Year 6 and Year 7 from the local area
discussed their ideas and viewpoints about
leadership as a way to encourage
democratic participation.
One of the tasks that exemplified how pupils
listened to each other’s viewpoints was a
dramatisation of a trip to the woods on an out
of bounds course. The actors involved were
playing or reaching an impasse, some pupils
wanted to leave some wanted to go on the
pupils were split into groups and had to advise
their actor on the best course of action. At first
the pupils attending saw their advice as a way
of getting ‘their’ actor to do what they
wanted. However, as the actors changed
groups it could be seen that the pupils were
beginning to take the perspectives of the
other actors into account.
The day finished with a current and relevant
referendum. The vote was about whether or
not the age of criminal responsibility should
remain at 10 or increase to 16. There were
heartfelt speeches from the friend of a young
‘criminal’ arguing for the motion and a local
policeman arguing against. Pupils from
Yavneh made some excellent points and after
an hour of debate with numerous pupils from
different schools adding to the discussion it
was time for a vote. The motion against was a
landslide winning 79 votes to 60

Yavneh pupils branch out into interfaith activity with tree
planting

Yavneh College pupils joined peers from two Muslim schools and a Christian school to demonstrate
their commitment to the environment.
As part of the Climate Coalition's “Show the Love” campaign, promoting appreciation of the
environment, pupils from Borehamwood secondary travelled to Heartwood Forest in St Albans for the
tree-planting ceremony in advance of Tu Bishvat, organised by Muslim Action for Development and
Environment (Made), in partnership with the Woodland Trust, the Charter for Trees, and the Climate
Coalition.
Year 9 Yavneh pupil Asaf said: “It was a good thing to do because different faiths often lack
opportunities to come together. This was a great example of what can be achieved when we unite
behind a common cause as a community and, in the process, do our part to help the natural world
around us.”
Mrs Simon, Head of Jewish Studies at Yavneh, added: “I think it’s very important that teenagers are
able to express their ideas from their religious point of view. Our children have spoken about how
important the environment is from a Jewish perspective and talking about Tu Bishvat as a day to give
back to the environment. It was a lovely experience.”
The other schools involved were Ebrahim Academy in Whitechapel, Islamia School in Brondesbury
and Townsend Secondary in St Albans.
Lucy Bushill-Matthews, CEO of Made, said the event provided “opportunities for young people of
different faiths to plant trees for the future and work together on social action projects that strengthen
our communities”.
Rushanara Ali, Labour MP for Bethnal Green and Bow, said: “At a time of rising Islamophobia,
antisemitism and intolerance, I commend the work of this interfaith alliance.”
Mrs H Simon

Tribute to Emily Rathbone, MP
The PE staff provide a sports leaders
programme that is great for me to
get a feel for working with younger
children in different schools.
The sports leadership award gives
me a chance to develop my skills
leading younger children. It is also
really interesting going to other
schools and mixing with other pupils
rather than just my friends.

On Sunday 17th July 2016, a group of talented
young drama enthusiasts from Year 8, performed a
tribute to the enigmatic struggle of former MP,
Eleanor Rathbone.

Interfaith Games
Yavneh College recently took part in the
Interfaith Games run by the Association of
Muslim Schools. A series of events took
place in the week of 15-19 May 2017
across three regional hubs in the North,
Midlands and South. The Games are
aimed at under 13’s (Years 7 and 8) boys
and girls at Faith Schools across the UK
and giving pupils the opportunities to
participate in a wide range of sports with
pupils from schools of a variety of faiths.
Well done to the Year 8 girls and the Year
8 boys’ football teams who won the
Football competitions at Newham Power
League.
Mr P Kirk, Head of PE

The performance, titled 'this is what a feminist looks
like', took place within the JFS Theatre at the Jewish
school in Kingsbury. The piece was based around
the idea of Ms. Rathbone’s plight for women’s
equality in Great Britain and strikingly around the
globe.
Aspiringly, we yearned to understand more about
her fight and to give ourselves a resounding sense
of gratitude towards Ms. Rathbone’s efforts. Yet,
such an incredibly complex and sharp piece could
not have been organised solely by us, the pupils.
Rather, we owe a great deal of gratitude to the
efforts of Ms Saunders, who helped to coordinate
the dramatic element of the event, and to Mr
Kendler, who gave us the opportunity to perform in
the first place but, it is the pupils themselves who
must be thanked for their co-operation and
enthusiasm on the subject. Joely Spevick, Gabs
Adda, Carrie Lee, Georgia Reback, Jamie Smokler,
Oliver Kushner, Ella Pomerance, Danielle Gordon,
Sam Wagman, Ben Fullman and Sidney Mittleman
are all to thank for such a great effort and finish.
The other performers, who also made a video so
impressive that it is to be used as an educational
tool at Liverpool John Moores University were; Joshy
Bond, Jessica Kosky and Zara Finestone.
This is what a feminist looks like.
By Sam Wagman

School Production-Les Misérables
Did you hear the people sing? I’d be surprised if you didn’t. Both performing nights of the theatrical
phenomenon sold out and the atmosphere was exquisite. However, the experience came with a
commitment: not only for the multiple rehearsals every week but to commit with pure dedication and
passion. After 5 months of preparation and counting down, the night arrived to bring every ounce of
desire on to the stage.
My Les Misérables experience was unlike any other. I have participated in three school productions
throughout Yavneh and this show exceeded my expectations! When I caught the first glimpse of my
name at the top of the cast list I was utterly shocked and I could not stop smiling. Previously my
attempts to achieve a main role had been unsuccessful due to being at the younger half of the
school. I admired all of the older actors who performed with such talent and I supposed my time
would eventually come. It was this year that I realised participation pays off. Being in this or any other
show is a privilege yet I am aware and truly grateful for the opportunity granted upon me. Cosette is
a curious, young and lively character who believes in true love after she realises her whole life has
been in isolation. She is determined to discover more about her own and Jean Val Jean’s past.
Playing this role could often be quite challenging yet it not only introduced me to a different attitude
but it explored my vocal range as a soprano. Sharing this experience with my best friend Ella was a
turning point for our relationship; we had always been very close however this really brought us
together. The rehearsals were a time for us to forget about school or any issues elsewhere and just
lose ourselves in the midst of performance.
The cast was split into two: the red cast and the black cast. This made no difference for all of the
actors from various age groups came together, especially the principals. Ella and I, being the
youngest participants with major parts, looked up to the older pupils as inspirations. As the production
veered towards its finale we reflected on the past weeks together and noticed how affiliated we had
become with one another. Such a bond like this was ever so unique and will always remain. Once the
performance had ended, many of the principals gathered on numerous occasions proving that age
should not determine if friendships are valid.
I can’t express enough my gratitude to all of the teachers who took part in collaboratively creating
this astonishing event for the whole cast. Everyone brought their excellent talents to the theatre,
being the drama, conducting or instrumental perspective. It has changed my approach to school
productions and I can only imagine what Ms Saunders is going to come up with next!
By Jessica Kosky - Cosette

Visit to Charville Primary School—February 2017
Letter from pupil of Charville Primary School – Friday 24 February 2017

Dear Mrs Simon and the pupils from Yavneh College
I am a Year 6 pupil from Tudor Class (Miss Bohan is my teacher). I would like to thank you for taking
the time to come and talk about to us about Judaism on behalf of the whole of Year 6.
We have learnt lots and the main reason is because you came in. I find Judaism extremely fascinating, as I hardly learn about it. As a result, I did not know anything about Jewish people. But now we
all know about the Torah, Synagogue, shofar and much more. All of this was taught to us because
you spent your time just with us. We feel very lucky.
Finally, we just want to say thank you once again for spending your time with Year 6 and teaching us
about Judaism.
Yours sincerely

Year 6 Pupil

